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containers and in manual carefully. Not to be used by children except 
under adult supervision.
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What’s in your magic kit: 
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 No.  Description  Qty.   Item No.
 1  Die-cut sheet 1 712389
 2 Yellow paper 2 712393
 3 Red paper 1 712394

  4  Pouch with                                       774132 
  Large balloons  2  
  Small balloons     

   (Water balloons) 4  
 5  String 1 712390
 6  Funnel 1 000410
 7  Drinking straws  8 707448
 8  Narrow straw 1 712395
 9 Water bag 1 708087
 10 Magic cup (small) 2 708092
 11 Box of thumbtacks 1 712392
 12 Feather 1 708060

 No.  Description  Qty.  Item No.
  13  Magnet set:                                     712396 

  Magnet stand  1  
  Yellow magnet  1   
  Blue magnet 1  
 14  Clay 1 708168
 15  Magic wand (wooden) 1 708482
 16  Cup (large)  2 702810
 17  Magic lid  1 708093
 18 Paper clips 5 263132
 19 String (cord) 1      712391
 20 Cardboard sheet  1 712388  

  (with 6 invitation cards,  
  door sign and box office/ 
  stage podium)

Checklist: Find – Inspect – Check off
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GOOD TO KNOW! If you are 

missing any parts, please 

contact Thames & Kosmos 

customer service.

Any materials not included 

in the kit are indicated in 

italic script under the “You 

Will Need” heading. 
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TIP !
You will find more information 

here: “Check It Out”  

       Pages 20, 21, 36, 37, and 48.

Use the measuring tape 

for measuring things 

(such as lengths of string).
The numbers on the die-cut sheet 

stand for the number of the trick that 

uses those pieces. Only remove the 

piece that you will need for the trick 

you’re performing at that moment. If 

you are returning to your magic tricks 

after a long break, you can take a look 

here and easily match up the die-cut 

pieces with the tricks that use them. 
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Obedient magic box
A magic box glides along a string and  
stops on command.

YOU WILL NEED
›  Magic box and cardboard strip (die-cut sheet), 

string
› Nickel coin, tape, glue

PREPARATION 
1.  Glue the box together.

2.  Tape the nickel coin to the floor of the box. It 
will make the box heavier and help it slide 
better. Insert the cardboard strip so that it 
bends upward.  

3.  Thread the string through the holes and close 
the box.

PERFORMANCE 

Cardboard strip

TIP
You will also need this magic 

box for trick 14.

  Go!
and now:

Let the box slide
again!

This time, let the box 
slide slowly by 
holding the string at 
a very slight tilt. When 
the box reaches the 
middle, call out:

OK, that was easy.
Now for the real 
trick. Pay 
attention!

Hold the string stretched loosely and
make the box slide quickly back and
forth between your hands by holding
your left hand higher, then the right
hand, and so on.

Have you ever seen a box 
that can do tricks? I have 

one right here!

When you say “stop,” let the
box slide down against your
hand. Give the audience a
sassy grin. 

But when I
give it the 

command, it will 
stay put: (brief

pause) STOP!

Stop!

Gently stretch the string 
to make the box stop.

BRAVO!!!
GREAT!!

NEAT!!!

Yep, this box
is really well

trained.



SCIENCE OR MAGIC
SCIENCE! When you stretch the string 
tighter, it presses on the cardboard strip 
and acts like a brake to stop the box.
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